**Author Transition**

After many years of writing books and revisions of those books, Tim and I wondered what would happen to our book content when we were really finished writing. So, after some thought, we decided to be proactive and formally pass on the writings. Over the course of our careers we had had many excellent students and colleagues and selected two who we thought embraced our philosophy about innovation and leadership and had a track record for getting things done.

We asked Dr. Dan Weberg and Dr. Sandra Davidson if they would be interested in taking on the work of combining or evidence-based practice content with our innovation content into one Innovation-Evidence Dynamic book. They were very excited and wanted to pursue this and set up a plan to make this happen.

Dan and Sandra skillfully selected content from both areas, added new content, and deleted that which they thought was less relevant in today’s healthcare world.

Interestingly, this seemed much more complicated when we began, however, with the highly professional new authors, the book took on a life of its own and was published in March 2016.

— Kathy Malloch